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RABINDRANATH TAGORE was poet,
wri~ht, story-teller, musician, and painter. His

playmany
ach1evements were but partial expressions of a restless
vitality and an inexhaustible zest in living and it is
these that Krishna Kripalani has succeeded in portraying in a detailed and absorbing study of the poet's
life and work. His book gives a picture of the
complete man.
Krishna Kripalani is married to Tagore's granddaughter. He lived and worked with the poet at
Santiniketan from 1933 until Tagore.'s death in 1941.
At present he is Secretary of the National Academy of
Letters, New Delhi. 428 pp., 16 pp. of photographs. 35s.
' He gives us a more intimate picture of the poet than
· the others who have written about him. . . . Those
who read his 'book will come to understand much
better the poet who left so deep an impress on the
life and literature of Bengal and of this country and
did so much to build a new bridge between the East
and the West.'
Time$ of India,
' Of the spate of books which issued on the occasion
of the centenary of Tagore's birth, this biography will
stand out as of permanent value.'
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vacaka. The lopa of one of the Upa.m.8.nas which constitute a multiple
Upamana is conunon. Dharmalupta occurs frequently as the common
property is left to the understanding of the discerning reader. Vakyoparnii.s as well as Upamas based on Vaidharmya are, by no mean:,
unconunon. Free expression of Sankaracarya has given rise to many
irregularities. Thus at times the Upameya-vii.kya as well as the
Upamana-vakya are put in a succinct form. On some occasions,
however, both namely, the Upameya-vakya as well as Upamanavakya are very loosely con&tructed and have to be recast for the purposes
of understanding the simile. This is only natural as the Acarya was not
primarily interested in ornamentation.

I

•

-

SANKARA-VIJAYA OF ANANTANANDAGIRI
DR.

w. R.

ANTARKAR

A

FTER discussing· the works of Citsukha and Anandagiri, I wish
to deal with the third of the ten works referred to in my previous
article. 1 I intend to discuss only two such works as they have given
ri~e to some controversy. The present work is one of the two and is
taken up first because that, in my humble opinion, is comparatively
the older one.
·
This work was puhlis}Jed in the Bibliothcca Indica Series in I88I
A.D. by Jiviinanda Vidyiisiigara. It is also m·ailable in ms.-form at
many places. 2 All these copies generally contain 74 chapters though
the Kiisi and Sankesvara ms~. have only 73 chapters. The Sankesvara
mutt ms. gives the name of the work as mata-nibarhal)a (refutation of
theories) whereas the colophons to the first three ch·•pt rs of the work in
the printed edition give its name as Aeiirya-Vijaya. 9
There are two controversial issues with regard to this work; viz.
(I) Identity of the author and (2) authenticity of the work itself. I
shall deal with them separately.

Identity of the author
The colophons at the end of the fir':it 32 rhapters of the printed
edition of this work give the author's name a& Anantiinandagiri whereas
the remaining 42 chapters give it as Anandagiri. This creates the
impression that one and the same person bears these two names. This
impression seems to be current among many scholars eve~ today, who
believe t at this work is written by Anandagiri, the famous commentator of Sri Sankaracarya's Bhii?yas. In my humble opinion, however,
Anantanandagiri and Anandagiri are two distinct individuals, out of
whom the first and not the second is the author of the work in question.
My reasons are as follows :
.
(I) The Anandasrama Mss. Library, Poona, contains two mss.
of this work. I have also a copy of the same procured from the Sankes1. Vide JUB Vol. X.XIX-Part 2-Sept. 60.
2. (i) Anandii.Srama Mss. 'Library, Poona, (ii) Oriental Research Institute,
Mysore, (iii) Shrirama Taraka Mutt, Kii.Si, (iv) Sarasvati .Mahal, Tanjore etc.
8. The stanzas quoted by Su~ama as from Acarya-Vijaya are found in this
S. V. The work Acarya-Vijaya, therefore, is not an anonymous work as maintained
by Mr. R. K. Aiyar in his booklet, • Kumbakonam Mutt claims ' at p. 23.

I:
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vara mutt. All these three mss. give in all the colophons the name of
the author as Anantanandagiri.
(2) At the very commencement of the work. its~lf, the a_uthor
refers to himself as Anantanandagiri. 4 At the begmning of Ch. IV,
however, of the same, he refers to Anandagiri independently and that
also by the side of Suddhananda. 5
(3) .Anandagiri, the commentator of Sri Sailkara's :Sha~yas,
invariably refers to himself as the disciple of Suddhananda Y~t1 w~ereas
we do not get a single such reference in any of the colophons etther m t~e
printed copy or in the mss. Our author has referred to Sankar~ as h~s
Paramaguru and called himself his atSifQQ51~itSll 6 suggestm~ his
contemporaneity with his Guru. Curiously enough, ~e refe~s t? hm~self
in the third person but in the same capacity of a direct dtsctple, tn a
later chapter. 7

(4) I have already referred in my previous article, to 8~0 ~nd
odd stanzas quoted by Dhanapatisiirin in his commentary J)JI)Q.tma
on eh. XV of Madhava's S. S. Jaya and also shown that not even one
of these can be traced to the S. V. of Anata., at present under consideration and that they must have belonged to an older work which can be
identified as Pr. S.V. of Anandagiri, the disciple of Suddhananda.8
These stanzas describe in details the various stages of Sailkara's triumphant tour. The S.V. of Ananta. in question is mostly oc~u~ied
with a similar description. On a comparison of the two descr1ptl~ns
it was found that they agreed with each other almost completely wtth
regard to (1) the order of the various stages of the tour, (2) the names
of the opponents and also of the places where they ':er~ encount~red,
(3) the descriptions of the two, (4) arguments and cttat10ns on ~1ther
side, (5) the period of Sankara's stay at every place etc. In sptte of
this agreement, however, it is clear that the two descriptionsarefrom
two different pens, for,
(a)

4.

The order of stages in Ananta.'s work is different at two
or three places from the one as found in the quoted
stanzas.

(1}

The bulk of the stanzas quoted cannot at all be traced to
Ananta.'s work.

~

•

Ananta. cites in eh. XIX of his work the stanza "~

stanza is not a sruti text but is one of the introductory stanzas in
Vacaspati's Sankhyatattvakaumudi. Vacaspati is generally assigned
to the 9th cent. A.D. S.V. of Ananta., therefore, has to be placed later.
This, however, does not seem to be convincing for the stanza in
question is not only found in Svetasvatara Up. (4:5) but ha~ also been
.quoted as a sruti text by Sri Sankariicarya in his commentary on the
Br. Sutras. (Vide comm. on Br. Su. 1:4:8).
{2) S.V. quotes in eh. XI and XL three stanzas as from
Adhikarar;taratnamala or VyasadhikaraQatnala, 1 2 traditionally ascribed
to Madhavacarya afs VidyaraQya or Bharatitirtha, his preceptor.
Both persons are generally held to belong to the latter half of the 14th
cent. A.D. at the latest. Ananta. therefore, cannot be placed earlier
than the 14th cent. A.D.
9.

Vide S!fl~ls~'fi<l"'ili

i011"1'1'9f<a ~ ~-p. 11.

Vide 151l~ISW'I~I'91q Cf ~ ~-p. 18.
11. Vide Indian Antiquary-Vol. V-p. 287.
12. The stanzas are :
10.

............ m;prtrf'9tllol ~~~~~·Pf.;.""fcP.:qrl'f.;r<f:P.:6"4:=rqnl""~'"'~l'"'4"1"''1=•<::"1..
'1P<:OP<!'-

Read-<t>41f"4fiii91141: at'1"di'1P<:Ofilf<Siil81: ~ ~: I eh. 66
Vide JUB-Vol.-XXIX, Part 2, Sept. 60.

(c)

mfQOa~'fflttiOjj'{" etc. as a sruti text. According to Mr. '!'clang, this

6."' Read: at'1"di'1P<:Onlf«~SifdE[d~IISlf: 1l1f 4<'i'l(l~qd~ ......'fi"Uflr I
and also his salutation, just prior to this sentence-

7.
8.

Ananta.'s work contains more pro<;e and less poetry and
much more annotative matter than is to be found in the
quoted stanzas.

&

flrfupr~: ~: ~: ............~Jm:.'fi~+t<i<k41<#01'91zi: I

;rmfl:r f!IS:,'fi<l .... izi'l*NI<#O'EI'\.l'IE['( I ~ 'Sim<W~sN ~~ Ml't+llw'( 11

(b)

All these facts, I believe, are sufficient to show that Anantanandagiri, the author of our present work is distinct from the celebrated
Anandagiri though the question who followed whom remains undecided.
I am supported in my belief by Prof. B. Upadhyaya who also holds
the same view in tihs matter. 9 The misconception about the identity
of the two has led the late Mr. M. R. Bodas to remark that the
stanza "<ti~ ~~'-~'1"ll"1': " etc. quoted as from Anandagiri's
work is not found in the printed work (i.e. S.V. of Ananta.po The
stanza properly belongs to Pr. S.V. of Anandagiri. To decide the
question of priority and the true meaning of the expression atSifdt!OdNitSll
we must try to settle the date of Ananta. The late Mr. Telang has
advanced mainly two arguments for the purpose. 11 They are:

Read the opening words-at'1"dl'1~~nlf<<QO'( .......... 1

s. Read :

75

~ ~ err ~ 1 at'Et~~t!O'flwt41"l-'llt "l'·f<Rm: ~fcr 11
~~ ~: ~~I ~~ffinllqliTi:l fcRw.f ~ cf
mt": 11 on Br. Su. 1 : 1 : 1 :
and

f.!; err fq'ijj~fu~:
on Br. Su. 8 : 4: 28

qjfWJqj<ffli€<114

41ft~:
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If this is correct, Ananta. cannot be admitted to be Sankara's
direct disciple, even if we accept for the latter the latest date, viz. 8th
cent. A.D. The expression amf\"fl[df'\IISll may, therefore, mean that
Ananta. came in the direct line of Sankara and nothing more.

raised against it. 14 The Srngeri Mutt and its adherents however
. negative the claim with equal vehen;ence, saying that it is m~re or less~
fabrication for the express purpose of boosting up the claim of the
K~~ci Mutt, 15 whicl• has also published an "embellished" (qf~cr)
edition of the same and hence it is valueless for purposes of history.
The reasons given for this view may be stated as follows :

Now, accotding to the line or" succession of the Kanci mutt (which
the SpJ.geri people call into question), Suddhii.nanda and .Anandagiri
are the 6th and 7th adi.ryas from the first acarya. If this is true and if
following the method adopted by modern scholars for computing time,
we ascribe an average of 25/30 year& to every acii.rya, Anandagiri
cannot be placed much later than 200 years after Sankara.

.
(1) Both the original and the 'embellished' editions "even in
Its l.an~age and il_l its contents bear such evident traces of recent
fabrication by unskilled hands that the reliance placed upon it i& being
relaxe~ for some time past ;" 16 and that " it is full of discrepancies
and m1stakes."11

Even if we choose to distrust the Kanci succession list, ·we can
prove Anandagiri's priority to 1100 A.D. in another way. According
to Venkata Dixit and .Tayatirtha, the commentators of Rii.manujacarya
and Madhvii.cii.rya, the latter criticise Sail.kara's interpretation of the Bhg.
at many places. Now, Anandagiri has also commented upon Sankara's
GBh. If he had known the criticisms of Rama. and Madhva, he would
certainly have tried to defend Sankara against them but he does not do
so anywhere. This is pcssible only on the hypothesis that he preceded
both and, therefore, also preceded 12th cent. A.D. This automatically
proves his priority to Anantii.. who, as already shown, cannot be placed
earlier than the 14th cent. A.D.
The condusion, therefore, ·seems irresistible that A.nandagiri
is the earlier of the two writers and that Anantii.. must have drawn
upon his Pr. S.V. while writing his own S.V.1 3 In the absence of the
former, it is not po&sible to say anything about its authenticity and the
same granted also, it is not possible to say how far the Ananta has kept
to the original or where and how much, if at all, he has deviated from
the same. It is, therefore, unsafe to draw any inferences as to the
authenticity of Anantii.'ti work. For that, we must look to other sources
and that brings me to the second of the two issues referred to at the
beginning.

Authenticity of the work
Opinion is sharply divided on this point both among the traditionists
and the modern scholars. The Kanci mutt people look upon this work
as very authoritative and have taken great pains to answer objections
18. It is for this reason also that I cannot accept the contention of the Kiiilci
people that the Pr. S. Jaya referred to by .Miidhviicil.rya at 1 :·1 of hiss. S. Jaya is
J~

1

•l

'\
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the same as the S. V. of Ananta. Vide l!{\~(S~ifi «il6d~4C::~l<if( pp. 16 to 20. That
otherwise also, this contention cannot be maintained is sufficiently clear from my
previous article (JUB-Vol. XXIX-Part 2, Sept. 1960). The correspondences
referred to by them (i.e. Kailci people) only point to a common source for both.

(2) It contains references to Ramanuja and Madhva.lB
Among the moderns, Prof. Wilson alone holds that " the work is
suffic!ently historic~!. since it bears internal and indisputable evidence
of b~mg t~e compos1t10n of a period not far removed from that at which
he (I.e. Sankara) may be su~pos.ed to .have flourished ... "tu Mr. Telang
however .has controverted th1s v1ew w1th regard to the work. ·1\fr. Collins
Mackenzie describes this work as " a legendary life of Sank
"20
.I h d.
ara
wh 1 e t e e 1tor of the catalogue of Mss. in Saraswati Mahal Library
Tanjore, ~ays that "~perusal of the work will convince anybody tha~
the work IS very unreliable. It is full of discrepancies and mistakeL"21
(8) It contains particulars, subversive of all known versions of
Sailkara's parentage, birth place. and the place of his final disapp~ar
ance.22 Thus, S~ilkara's grand-parents are mentioned as Vidvan
M~endra (M~~~IO_ and K~mii.k~i~i (~), parents as Sarvajit
(~) and VISIIilta (fcrfulSCY), birth-place as Cidambaram and the
place of final departure as Kailci. Further, he is stated to have met
and received initiation into Sannayasa from Govindamuni at Cidambaram
only, from which place again, he started on his triumphant tour. His
e~counter ~ith Vyasa is very queerly narrated. Perhaps, these are the
discrepancies and mistakes referred to in (1) above. We may also add
that th: work does very scant justice to Sailkara-Mal).Q.ana discussion
an~ orm;s all reference. t?. import~n~ events like the passing away of
Sankara s mother, acqms1tion of diSCiples like Sadananda etc:
14.

Vide ~~ifi(i{j6d~4C::~i'1'1

pp. 14 to 16.

15: Vide pamph!ets " Sri Spigeri Saradi .Mutt " and "Kiimakoti Pradee am"
by Shr1 ~· Sunderam1ah and " Kumbakonam .Mutt claims " by s!IT· R Kr'phn
swamy Aiyar.
I
•
IS
a16. Vide ' Kumbakonal'l!- .Mutt claims '-p. 12.
17. Catalogue of Sanskrit .Mss., Saraswati l\lahal Tanjore p 3281
18. Vid~ ' Kumbakonam Mutt claims-p. 12. '
' ·
'
Mutf~:_:.~~-Venkataraman quoted by Shri Sundcramiah in Sri Srngeri Sarada
20.
21.

22.

Q!loted by K. T. Telang-vide I.A.-Vol. V-p. 287.
V!de Oxford Catalogue of Sanskrit Mss.-p. 618.
V1de Catalogue of Sanskrit .Msli., Sarasvati .Mahiil-p. 8281.
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It must be admitted that in this maze of conflicting opinions, it is
very difficult to come to a decisive verdict either way. I may, however,
state my findings as follows :
I have yet to see the ' embellished ' edition of the work. I was,
however, told by a Sastrin (Sri Pollaham Ramasastrin) at Mylapore,
Madras, that no such edition had been published by the Kii.nci Mutt
so far. He has written a small booklet on this particular S.V. in some
mss. of which, available in Government Oriental Mss. Library, Madras,
the additional paragraphs, pointed out by Sri R. K. Aiyar in ' Kumbakonam Mutt claims ' as from the embellished edition, were to be found.
The Sastrin told me that this was being described as the ' embellished '
edition of the S.V. He himself expressed the opinion that a critical
edition of the work, putting together all the available mss. of this work
in different places was a great necessity and in the circumstances this
appears to b~ the maximum fair criticism of the additional passages.

!.
! .

Mr. Collins' remark, however, that the work is " a legendary life "
need not be taken literally for it will be appreciated that to the average
western mind, everything and every happening that does not conform
to the every-day experience of the common man is a legend. This was
particularly so at the beginning of Oriental Studies. Mter the recent
advances in the different fields of science like telepathy and clairvoyance, extra-sensory perception and para-psychology etc.; it is no longer
necessary to believe that no such thing as what can be called ' a miracle'
can be a fact of life. Dr. Burnell gives no reasons for the statement
re: the modernity of the work. Arguments from style and language are
subjeCtive and hence not conclusive.
(ii) Mr. Venkataraman's statement regarding the reference to
Ramanuja and Madhva in Ananta's work cannot be understood. I
. was unable to find any such reference in the printed edition of the work
and neither Mr. Venkataramana nor the two critics, Mr. S. Sunderamiah
and Mr. R. K. Aiyar state where these references are to be found.
It is, ind'eed, interesting to know that Prof. Wilson thought of placing
the work prior to the 11th cent. A.D. just because it made no reference
either to Rama. or Madhva.2a
(iii) The main objection seems to be with regard to the particulars
of Sankara's parentage etc. I hope to show in a later article that from
the evidence in hand, it seems more likely that the place of Sankara's
passing away is Kanci rather than Kailasa. I shall, therefore, discuss
the other aspects of tliis last objection.
28.

Quoted by K. T. Telang-vide !.A.-Vol. V-p. 287.
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The objection with regard to the particulars ofSaii.kara's parentage
will, if true, have to be immediately conceded. I have, however,
consulted a number of mss. 24 for thV; particular purpose and found
that they fall into two groups, one giving Kalati as the birth-place of
Sankara etc. and the other giving Cidambaram as the birth-place etc.
Both these groups contain very old Ta~a-patra mss., thus obviating the
possibility of one of the two being a later thought or fabrication. In
the present state of our knowledge, no completely satisfactory explanation can be given for this contradiction in the mss. The following two
considerations may, however, be noted with profit.
(i) Acyutaraya Modak (1820 A.D.) in his commentary on Madhava's S. S. Jaya says: '• iSI"1"dl"1"'tf1i<{ift1i!li>'<f"'Gtli ~~~ ~~ ~
~<el<i5s·tffi f«;;r: 1 "~ 11 "2"
'
'

..

Comm. on S. S ... Jaya-II: 1 This shows that the copy of Anant's.
S. V. before A. Modak also must have contained the same particulars as in the other biographies of Sankara.
(ii) While introducing the story of Sankara's life, G.V.K.
(Guruvarhsa-Kavya), which describes the birth of Sailkara at Kalati
in K erala Pradesha, states at I : 6 that the same story has already bee~
described by 'great poets' ( ~: 1). The commentator who is also
the author of the Kavya, states very clearly that the great poets are
Anandagiri-yati and c.
( iSII"1~ctf11f(tl'd'~:) 1.
This Kavya is
undoubtedly a Srilgeri mutt work and I leave it to scholars to draw
their own conclusions in the matter.
With regard to the omissions, it has been found that almost no
biography of Sailkara gives any reliable account of Sailkara-Mandana
controversy. These other works do not also necessarily recount ~Ii the
incidents in Sailkara's life. It is again the other works, particularly
that of Madhava and those that follow him (works of Sadananda and
Nilaka:Q.tha) that are guilty of the most glaring anachronisms. No such
anachronism is to be found in Ananta. 's work.
.. ~14.L"bMss. from. (i) Anandasrama Mss. Library,
Ma....
1 rary, TanJore-1 ms.
25. The stanzas in question are :
....

'"'Cl

ita

P~ona-2 mss..
'

(ii) Sarasvati

,..

~~ ~'<<i5l<i5s~tol f~: I f"'iQIN<IGteWI: smr: ~~ 11
d'd': ~: ~l"fli"!«~!Otie<i(: I et<i'l+tf~l 6'ffirlrt srf<fcro ~ 11
m ~ mft ~4+tlf~c:lfMdGtij'( 1 ~l«T ~ Cfl'Rr q&ifl:;:q«iitil!d 11

~ ~: R ~~"'~:

I

~cf<+tfftll fim fuct'~: f.Ms

11
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All this does not mean that I regard this S.V. as absolutely authoritative. My only point is that the arguments and objections put forward
against it cannot prove either the forged nature or the unreliability of
the work. Palm-leaf mss. of this work arc to be found throughout
India, from Kasi to Kanci and Ujjnin to Mysore. The charge,
therefore, that the work in question is forged by the Kanci mutt to serve
their ends is as much justified as is the charge that Madhavacarya's
S. S. Jaya was got up by the Sp'lgeri mutt to support its claim in its
case against the Kanci mutt. Its authenticity, however, does not
follow as a logical sequel. As a matter of fact, not one of the 16/17
biographies of Sa:iJ.kara I have worked upon inspires confidence in its
authenticity to the expected degree. We have to put together all these
biographies and after they are made mutually corroborative, we are
able to get only an outline sketch of the great man's life.
ABBREVIATIONS

(i) AnantB.--Anantanandagiri
(ii) RamB.--Ramii.nuja
(iii) S.V.-Sankara Vijaya
(iv) Pr. S.V.-Prii.cina Sailkara Vijaya
(v) S. S. Jaya-Sailk~epa Sankara Jaya
(vi) Br. Sii.-Brahma Siitras
(vii) GBh.-Gita Bh~ya
(viii) . JUB-Journal of the University of Bombay
(ire) I.A.-Indian Antiquary
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SOME GLIMPSES OF THE SOCIETY
AND CULTURE AS REFLECTED
IN THE PAUMACARIYA
BY DR. P. M.

UPADHYE,

M.A., Ph.D.

of Vimalasuri is one of the earliest Prakrit epics
T HEofPaumacariya
the Svetambara sect of Jainas and it depicts the Life of Rama
according to Jain traditions. The work is quite extensive and it
contains about 9000 gitthits in 118 chapters. Though the date of the
P.C. is a disputable question, it is more or less certain that the work
must have been composed after the Christian era.
The aim of this article i~ to present before the readers some glimpses
of the society and culture as reflected in this earliest Prakrit epic, viz.
the Paumacariya of Vimalasuri. The data given in this article &hould
not be looked upon as anything more than a sampling of the vast material
contained in the whole of the P.C., it can be the subject of thorough and
systematic study on its merit. But this being not one of the direct
objectives of this article, an attempt has been made to illustrate this
aspect by taking out some samples of the relevant data from various
portions of the text. Hence this study should be considered more or
less representative and not exhaustive.
The information collected deals with the following aspects :
(A)

Social Life
Society in general
(b) Houses
(c) Conveyance
(d) Food and drink
(e) Dress

(a)

(h)

Women
Education

(i)

Manners and Customs

(g)

(j) Amusements and Pastime§
(k)

Morals

(f) Ornaments
Flora and Fauna
Religion
(D) Political Life
. (a) . The King and kingship
(b) Administration
(B)
(C)

(c)

(d)

Law and Justice
Army-Weapons

